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    The effortless wireframing tool
      built for your big ideas.

    Get your ideas out quickly & clearly with Balsamiq —

      the low-fidelity, high-impact tool

      loved by product managers, founders, developers, & UX teams everywhere.


    
      Start with 30 days free

      Prefer the desktop version or want to integrate with Confluence or Jira? No problem.
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  Trusted by thousands of people and teams you love
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        Design is complicated enough. Your wireframing tool shouldn’t be.

        
          So you have a product idea. Amazing! Get it out quickly and clearly with a meaningful mockup that takes just minutes to make.

          Where other tools add complexity, Balsamiq keeps you clear, connected, and confidently creating.

          Founders, product managers, marketers, developers, analysts, and multiple-hat-wearers rely on Balsamiq to:

          	Clarify and improve vague ideas

	Test and refine concepts before building them

	Collaborate and iterate with ease

	Communicate visions and outcomes

	Design websites, apps, dashboards, content, and more
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    Shape it. Then sharpen it.

    See how Balsamiq gets your great ideas out of your head
      and into the world in this 90-second video:



    
      
    
        Watch this video on Youtube or accept marketing-cookies
        to watch it here.
    

    


    

  





  
    
      
        Fast, fun, and flow-y.

        
          No more getting intimidated by interfaces or drowning in design details. With Balsamiq, you can create wireframes as fast as your ideas flow.

          You won’t find any learning curves or slow-to-load, bloated tools. Just drag, drop, and design your ideas to life.
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        [image: A simple shared language for your whole team]
      

      
        A simple shared language for your whole team.

        
          Brainstorm, share, and iterate on your work in one space. Ditch the disconnection and collaborate in real-time.

          With Balsamiq, everyone — from the developer to the marketer — speaks the same language. So nothing gets lost in translation.

        

      

    

    
      
        Focus without distractions.

        
          Other tools are time thieves. When you have too many bells and whistles at your fingertips, you’ll spend all day ringing and whistling. (It’s just human nature.)

          But when your work stands on its own, you get to the heart of your project faster.

          Build swiftly so you can zero in on what matters most: structure, flow, and darn good design.
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          For over a decade, my favourite wireframing tool has been Balsamiq. It's easy to use and allows me to create wireframes really quickly. What's more important, these wireframes are intuitive and easy to understand-- even for non-technical people.

          
            – Max Kostinevich
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          Spent a terrific week designing and building both desktop and mobile mock-ups in Balsamiq, I forgot how fun it is to take a step back from all the hi-fidelity stuff and to work on a project where they do things right from the beginning.

          
            – Franka Baly
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          Interesting observation from interviewing a lot of product managers - the ones who use a wireframing tool like Balsamiq end up doing much better than ones who use prototyping tools like Figma, because the former allows for focusing purely on the concept rather than visuals!

          
            – Aditya Rajgarhia

          

        

      

    

  





  
    Balsamiq helps your ideas stand on their own.

    
      
        
           Choose Balsamiq when you want to:

          Quickly capture and communicate your vision — whether that’s a single product page, a few app screens, or your entire site architecture

          Stay focused on your project goals — while exploring lots of different ways to reach them

          Iterate fast and confidently — without getting bogged down in details

        

        
          And choose other tools when you want to:

          Create picture-perfect, polished designs

          Dig into design details including button colors, typefaces, and palettes

          Refine your designs and get them publish-ready
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    The tool your team can trust for life.

    Since 2008, hundreds of thousands of people have used Balsamiq to create, iterate, and communicate their ideas.
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      Get expert guidance every step of the way.

      
        Discover how to use wireframes to work smarter, communicate clearly, and design better products — no matter your role, team size, or setup

        Become an advanced UI expert, or just learn the basics to better share your ideas. Wherever you start, we’ve got resources and people to support you.

      

    


    
      
        Become a skillful visual communicator with Balsamiq Wireframing Academy.

        
          Help stakeholders “get” your ideas — and get buy-in faster — by growing your understanding of UX, UI, and design principles.

          With quick tips, in-depth guides, and everything in between, our Wireframing Academy is here to help.

        

        Grow your knowledge[image: ]
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        Keep your projects moving forward with amazing support & detailed documentation.

        
          You won’t find a friendlier, more knowledgeable support team on Planet Earth. (But if you do, please introduce us! We’d love to be friends.)

        

        Get support[image: ]
        Or just say hi
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        Never start from scratch with Balsamiq Templates.

        
          When you don’t feel like starting from scratch, lean on our in-house team and other users.

          Pull pre-made templates, symbols, and UX elements directly from our hub and customize or use them as-is. That was fast.

        

        See the templates in Balsamiq Cloud[image: ]
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          Really useful - great work by the Balsamiq team in putting this UI Design resource together.

          
            – Rob Whiting
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          The customer support team at Balsamiq is one of the most helpful I've ever encountered.

          
            – Nakul Verma
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          Mind blown 💥 yet again with Balsamiq loving the Templates! 🙌👊 Smooth integration into existing projects! #Wireframes.

          
            – Justin Witz

          

        

      

    

  





  
    
      Our emails will make you better at your job.

      Sign up for thoughtful, actionable insights to help you go from idea to impact. Delivered once a month to your inbox.


      
      

    

  





  
    Unleash your best ideas

    And get the quick clarity you need to move forward.

    Try it for free for 30 days
    Get started in seconds! No credit card or commitment required.
Prefer the desktop version or want to integrate with Confluence or Jira? No problem.
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